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Abstract
Much descriptive and normative decision research has been carried out, but its impact on
unaided decision making has been limited. It has been driven more by scientific interest
than practical need. If researchers and their sponsors were to give high priority to useful
decision aiding it would significantly change the mix of research projects. The balance
would shift from a preponderance of definitive, discipline-oriented projects, toward
interdisciplinary and seeding projects. An illustrative agenda of hitherto-neglected
practice-driven projects is proposed with suggestions on how the rebalancing might be
made to happen.
INTRODUCTION
For more than 50 years, much research has been carried out on decision processes. Some
has been descriptive, studying how decisions are being made. Some has been normative,
studying how some ideally logical decider would make decisions. Prescriptive research,
on how to help the decider advance from the descriptive to the normative has, however,
been quite limited2, and decision practice has not been much aided. There has, in fact,
been little “useful” research, in the sense of leading toward decision technology that
advances the interests of the decider, through decisions that are either sounder or more
effectively communicated.
This article addresses, from the perspective of a professional decision aider, what
hitherto-neglected decision research could improve decision aid usefulness, in the short
or long run; and what can be done to make it happen.
The discussion will be developed mainly in the context of PDA (personal decision
analysis), which quantifies judgment and processes it logically. That may be the most
promising decision aiding approach available, and is the one with which I am most
familiar. However, the argument should be broadly applicable to other decision tools.
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BACKGROUND
An NAS panel of decision scientists, led by Herb Simon, reported3 that decision tools of
all kinds were used on only a tiny fraction of decisions that could benefit. That was
twenty years ago, but progress since then has been modest, even in PDA. Institutions
have been better served than individuals by decision tools. Because the stakes are higher,
more effort can be justified and there maybe more room for improvement, due to
“organizational foolishness”4. But even here the progress has been faltering.
General Motors, once a big corporate PDA user, appears to have all but given it up5.
Harvard Business School, the cradle of PDA, no longer makes it an MBA requirement
(though it may be coming back). Numerous success stories have been reported, but often
by support staff commissioning the work, rather than deciders who have benefited from
it. Moreover, advocacy not decision-aiding has commonly been the motivation. In any
case, success stories must be a drop in a large bucket.
Respected authorities have disparaged PDA as practiced6, as have former PDA stars who
became influential deciders themselves7 and top government policy advisors8. Some of
the original Harvard team (which I was a junior part of) became very successful deciders
themselves9. Two of my students got to head a billion-dollar consulting corporation.
However, these all admitted that they do not now use PDA tools explicitly, though their
informal decision-making has benefited from the training. I teach explicit PDA to
deciders-in-training10, but with the object of educating their informal reasoning, not of
using quantitative models (other than with the support of specialized analysts.

MAIN FOCUS
Requirements of successful decision aid
It takes more than logical soundness for a decision tool to improve on unaided judgment.
In particular, it must
• Use all the knowledge a decider normally uses.
• Call for inputs that people can readily and accurately provide.
• Produce output that the decider can use.
• Fit the institutional context.
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Some of these essentials will be missing and the aid will fail11 if:
1. Adequate decision aiding methods are lacking
2. Such methods as exist are not learnt12, or
3. Methods are misused13.
This article will only address the first issue, and in particular what research can enhance
aiding methods and what it will take to get the research done.

Research to Enhance Decision Aid
After that discouraging NAS report, some decision aiders got together with Simon,
Tversky and other prominent researchers to review the practical impact and potential of
decision research14. They came away with the sobering finding that, though recent
research had made important scientific advances, almost none of them had influenced
decision aiding practice much, and little current research was attacking the problems that
were still holding back successful decision aiding.
Why hasn’t research benefited decision-aiding more? And what can be done about it?
Nobel physicist Richard Feynman said, “Doing science is like making love. It may do
some good15, but that’s not why we do it.” The “good” that decision research may do is to
improve decisions, and it might do more good, if that were “why we do it”. Instead, our
priority is to pursue intellectual satisfaction and professional reward. Such personal and
institutional priorities are perfectly legitimate and often do prove useful. But their
dominance in decision research practice often diverts it from usefulness.
Currently prevailing research criteria
That dominance is largely the result of the institutional arrangements within which
research talent is organized. Most research resources are housed in discipline-specific
university departments, such as statistics, psychology and economics. The researchers
they employ, by personal taste and professional incentives (such as career advancement,
publication and funding) are drawn to projects that are more scientific than useful.
They tend to put highest priority on projects that promise well-specified, authoritative
universal knowledge within a single discipline. Researchers are discouraged from
reporting tentative work, which could expose them to damaging criticism.
Science-driven research has certainly produced useful, even critical, findings. Some is
normative (such as Savage on rationality axioms, Lindley on Bayesian statistics, and
Schlaifer on value of information and Raiffa on multi-attribute utility analysis). Some is
descriptive (such as Edwards on probability assessment, Tversky and Kahneman on
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judgmental biases, Simon on bounded rationality, March on organizational processes, and
Klein on naturalistic decision-making).
Much of it, including most research reported at professional conferences, however, grinds
established research themes ever finer. It achieves welcome scientific closure on some
decision aiding issues (such as Fishburn on utility and Schacter on influence diagrams16),
but often belabors them beyond the point of decreasing marginal usefulness.
Research for science sake is fine, but some of the scientific talent should surely serve
other purposes. In fact, the prospect of usefulness is often what prompted a scientific
interest in the first place. However, the subsequent development of the research may owe
nothing to that initial motivation17. Thomas Schelling’s Nobel Prize work on
“coordinated strategy” at the height of the Cold War is a case in point18, and may have
spurred US foreign policy doctrine of “Mutual Assured Destruction”. Although this work
spawned much follow-up research, little of it was on his central “focal point” concept,
because, some say19, it lacked theoretical tidiness.
It has been argued that institutional pressures to limit research funding and publication to
mono-disciplinary, closed-ended projects may not even serve scientific progress best. To
encourage more divergent research, Philosopher I.J. Good proposed a Journal of Partlybaked Ideas, in which authors report a degree of bakedness. Also, interdisciplinary
research has been urged by funding agencies such as NSF, but this makes for less than
fully baked findings, which may not best advance a researcher’s academic career.
Distinctive features of practice-driven research
In order to advance, decision aiding practice needs more than science-driven research. It
also needs complementary practice-driven research, which is reactive, prompted by
lessons learned in the field.
It is typically untidy, open-ended, without predefined end product, and draws on
whatever disciplines are called for.
Seeding research is the most critical and neglected type of practice-driven research. It
identifies lessons learned during decision aiding, say, by developing a hunch into a
testable hypothesis or by developing puzzlement into a lead for further research.
However, it usually requires effort beyond what is needed to address whatever topical
decision problem stimulated it. Seeding research may only produce partly-baked ideas
for others to finish baking, but it is an essential ingredient of a useful overall research
program (whether science or practice-driven).
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Since it does not need to be constrained by the conventional standards of good research,
practice-driven research is under-valued in the research community and little gets done.
Some argue that there is no need to fund partly-baked research, because the investment
effort will be rewarded by conventional follow-up grants to complete the baking.
However, in the case of practice-driven research—unlike science-driven research--the
investors aren’t the same as those who get the returns. Decision aiders do practice-driven
research; academics do scientific research.
Nevertheless, decision aid practitioners have introduced much important decision aiding
technique innovation, such as decision conferencing20, without outside funding. They
may justify the investment by the prospect of profitable new aiding resources.
Occasionally, decision aiders do get funding to orchestrate the work of more
conventional researchers. In one such case, an evolving ten-year program developed
plural evaluation methods, by alternating build-test-build-test sequence, engaging
university-based psychologists and mathematicians, as needed21.

FUTURE TRENDS
ILLUSTRATIVE DECISION AIDING RESEARCH PROJECTS
Here are some illustrative practice-driven research topics that deserve development.
Topics already partly explored
• How can formal learning educate informal decision-making? 22
• How best to aid incremental commitment decision processes?23
• How to adapt decision aid to the institutional context? How does institutional
context create an “incentive field”, which motivates deciders, decision aiders and
decision researchers? 24
• What use is the construct of “ideal” judgment, i.e. the perfect analysis of a
person’s psychological field?25
• How can plural PDA models be reconciled without ambitious meta-modeling, e.g.
by judgmental adjustment.
• Many decision terms commonly used by technical specialists are misleading or
confusing to lay people such as those we would aid (such as “likelihood”,
“confidence interval”, “expectation”). What alternative terms are cognitively and
logically appropriate, and amenable to being widely adopted?
As yet undeveloped topics
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Decision Training
• If you can wean people off what seem to be counter-productive judgment
heuristics, like “narrow framing”, does it “help” to replace them with
something else? Decision rules? PDA?
• Klein26 found that successful deciders use recognition-primed decisionmaking (rather than “concurrent evaluation” of options, as in PDA). How can
the rest of us be trained to emulate them?
• How do we get people not just to think smart, but also to act smart?
Decision strategy
• How best to integrate informal analysis into informal reasoning, without
disrupting it?
General Decision Tool design principles
• How structure- or judgment-intensive should decision models be, in given
circumstances?
• How well can people make hypothetical value judgments (such as how they will
enjoy some prospect not yet experienced) or factual judgments (see next)?
Development of specific tools
• Some mathematical algorithms call for inputs that fit people’s cognition better
than others. Inference by Bayesian updating, for example, requires assessors to
make hypothetical likelihood judgments. Are people better at making posterior
assessments directly?
• What should be the form of utility elicitation? Holistic? Decomposed into
additive pieces? Or further decomposed into factual and value judgments (as in
Multiattribute Utility Analysis)?
Empirical Feedback on aid usefulness
• How have past decision-aiding efforts fared? Why? How could they have fared
better?
GETTING THE NEEDED RESEARCH DONE
It was once assumed that all aiders had to do was to tell researchers what research they
needed and wait for it to get done, but concerted efforts to interest researchers27 had no
noticeable effect. Exhortation was clearly not enough. The research community has had
the luxury of indulging priorities other than usefulness. Additional incentive is needed.
Researchers and, more important, those that fund them will only pay real attention to
usefulness if they are held accountable for it —or at least get credit for it.
To make a usefulness incentive work, two things are needed:
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•
•

A defensible method for rating how useful a research project promises to be,
short- or long-term;
A strategy for getting the research community to produce and use such ratings.

Rating research usefulness
The rating effort need not be very ambitious. It makes little sense to spend much of a
modest research budget in planning how to spend the rest of it. Of course, the larger the
stakes involved in research planning, the more careful and reviewable the rating has to
be. For example, a funding agency might develop a thorough repeatable procedure for
rating all proposals.
The critical, and often sufficient, part of a rating methodology is to specify precisely what
form rating should take. If usefulness is the sole object of research, nothing more than
informal ranking may be needed, unless it is critical that the rating be credible. If the
usefulness rating is a letter grade or an undefined score, say from one to ten (as in the
movie “Ten”), only qualitative issues need to be considered. However, if project
usefulness is to be traded off against scientific or other criteria, interpretable numbers
may be needed.
A natural metric, like money, is attractive. A funding agent might say, “The most I could
consider awarding for this proposal is $50k. They’re asking $100k, so I’m declining it.”
However, no metric may fit the circumstances.
The best alternative may be a rating scale, say, from 0 to 100, with zero the current
decision quality and 100 a project that produces ideal decisions. Thus the 100-point
range would be room for improvement in existing methods. For example a research
evaluator might reason: “Medical research project A will improve the quality of surgical
decisions 15 points on a scale where 100 is some ideal medical practice. Although
project B gets only a 10 for usefulness, it makes enough more contribution to basic
science to overcome the difference in usefulness”.

Making the evaluation
However the usefulness measure is defined, it can often be adequately rated holistically
using direct judgment. The qualitative content of the rating, and the fact of quantifying it,
may be more important than how well it is quantified. Whatever scale is used and
however direct or formal the rating process, the same considerations in how a project
influences human welfare must be taken into account28.
Considerations include:
• What decision tools will be enhanced and how? By improving decision tool
quality or its application?
• How much room for improvement is there, i.e. how deficient are existing tools?
28
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Will the research affect the cost of the decision process or any institutional values,
along with the quality of any action it results in?
• What classes of decision and population does the research affect, e.g. aid
beneficiaries, decision roles or applied domains?
Which of these questions need to be considered in any given case depends on how
different the projects compared are. You only need to consider those that the comparison
affects. The higher the level of research planning is, the more issues are affected by
project choice.
•

If a PI is just choosing between research on different aspects of the same tool only
decision tool quality is relevant. If he is choosing among projects that address the same
decision task, but with different aiding tools, he might also consider whether an indicated
choice gets acted upon. (One project may study decision conferencing and the other
expert systems, both for medical therapy purposes). If a funding agent is choosing
among proposals involving different beneficiaries, decision tasks and tools, a still richer
range of questions needs to be addressed.

Getting Usefulness Rating Adopted
There is certainly much work to do on how to rate research, but the real problem is how
to get the rating done. Deciders and aiders must somehow get the researchers and their
funders to adopt usefulness rating as a standard practice.
The critical requirement is institutional. How do you get usefulness rating adopted as a
general requirement, or at least acknowledged as standard practice, in research planning?
In the case of private research funding, persuasion may do it. But with public funding,
there may be no alternative to political lobbying. Little support is likely to come from the
research community itself and journal editors ma be immovable.
A few years ago, NSF recruited a director from industry, Eric Bloch, who took as his
mission to make their research more useful (including the tiny decision research piece.)
NSF commissioned a study on how they should change their proposal appraisals to foster
more useful research. NSF program managers vigorously resisted the study and it was
soon shelved.
There is, however, precedent to funders requiring some kind of usefulness rating. NSF
has apparently begun having referees comment on the “broader impact” of proposed
research in their appraisal (at least for psychology proposals). Since that criterion is
neither defined nor quantified, referees still have much discretion in their final
recommendations. Researchers have been heard to complain that, indeed, the NSF award
process has become “biased” away from fundamental research, but how much toward
long term usefulness is not clear.
NSF’s Small Business Innovative Research program has its referees score proposals on a
one-to-five scale of “anticipated technical and economic benefits”, which corresponds to
the commercial aspect of usefulness (which is a distinctive focus of the SBIR program).

This score is added to four scientific and other criteria, as the basis for selecting
proposals. This practice is encouraging, and should perhaps be extended to all
competitive research procurement. The relative importance of usefulness could be finetuned by, for example, varying the maximum points that could be awarded for each
criterion (and not fixed at five). Researchers are notorious for doing their own thing once
they have secured a grant, but awarding an “exit” rating on completion of a project might
combat that.
Getting the research community to accept the rating of research usefulness as standard
practice is the big challenge. The deciders and decision aiders who stand to benefit may
have to persistently lobby funding agencies, and possibly the legislative sources of their
funds. It may even be necessary to take the campaign to the public, the ultimate
beneficiary, perhaps via the press. It may be too much to hope that researchers
themselves will take part in that lobbying.
The references below include further reading which expands on this discussion, in
particular on aider motivation29, researcher motivation30, research agenda31, aiding
technique32 and application to non-decision-research fields33.
CONCLUSIONS
Perhaps researchers (and even aiders) have steered clear of practice-driven research
because two half-baked ideas do less for professional standing than one fully baked idea
(even if it is less cost-effective). Even taking account of benefits other than usefulness, a
community-wide research portfolio should surely include much more practice-driven
research.
The thoughts in this paper are themselves the fruits of “meta” seeding research. I am not
arguing here that usefulness should be the pre-eminent consideration in planning research
or evaluating proposals. That would depend on circumstances, such as whether an award
is a grant or a contract. I am simply urging that usefulness be given greater saliency,
possibly reinforced by some explicit rate and suggesting some promising avenues for
practice-driven research.
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